Cocos-Keeling and Christmas Island Trip Report
Summer 2017-18
Birding Tours Australia – Richard Baxter

February 2018 brings to an end another incredibly successful season of birding on Australia’s Cocoskeeling Islands and Christmas Island. I visited the islands three times this season in Nov, Dec and
January, leading 3 X 14 day tours. We had great views of some of Australia’s most impressive
endemics and island specialties as well as finding a long list of over thirty mouth-watering vagrants.
We arrived on a dry Christmas Island in mid-November with the monsoon still hundreds of
kilometres to the north. After checking into our accommodation, and having lunch, we spent some
time familiarising ourselves with some of the island’s specialties. Seabirds, are of course abundant
and the golden morph White-tailed Tropicbird was the high light of the first afternoon.
Day two was our first full day on the island and during the day we split into two groups. While I
cruised around with those that hadn’t been to the island previously, the other car, some of whom
were on their fifth and sixth trip, travelled further afield in search of vagrants.
Red-footed Booby was abundant with adults and immatures cruising the coastal terraces with both
Great and Christmas Island Frigatebirds riding the thermals above.

Above: Male (top) and female Christmas Frigatebird. R.Baxter

A couple of stops along the coast revealed Brown Booby, Common Noddy and Red-tailed
Tropicbird.
With the seabirds seen well, we moved into the forest in search of the remaining endemics. It didn’t
take long for everyone to have good views of Island Thrush and Christmas Island White-eye, both of
which are abundant and tame.

Above: Christmas Island White-eye R.Baxter

The local race of Brown Goshawk and Common Emerald Dove were seen well and we’d seen over
100+ Glossy Swiftlet before lunch. Cruising the island’s tracks the other vehicle had found an Asian
Intermediate Egret and a Red Junglefowl. We headed over to their locations where we had nice
views of both birds prior to returning to our accommodation for the evening.

Above: Glossy Swiftlet R.Baxter

Over the following five days we explored the island’s tracks and continued our search for vagrants.
It didn’t take long for the rarities to appear and the first to show itself was an ORIENTAL CUCKOO at
the rubbish tip, followed by an ASIAN KOEL in Settlement.

Female Asian Koel Darryl Binns

An early morning start added two new birds to the trip list, both only a couple of hundred meters
from our accommodation. As we slowed to look at a flock of Eurasian Tree Sparrow, Mark noticed a
BARN SWALLOW fly past and land on a nearby post. We quickly stopped and took a few photos and
it obligingly posed for us only meters away. We also visited Waterfall Cove in our travels and found
an unusual pond heron that we thought could be an Indian Pond Heron in non-breeding plumage
but it was not seen again to confirm the ID.

On the fourth afternoon it was time to head up onto the island’s plateau to see roosting Abbott’s
Booby. We didn’t have to search for long and soon found the World’s rarest booby, roosting high in
one of the rainforest trees, accompanied by a couple of other birds cruising the skies nearby.

With only one endemic still to see we collected our torches and headed out into the forest in search
of the island’s nocturnal gem, Christmas Boobook. At our first stop we listened unsuccessfully for
nightjars but as we were about to depart a boobook began to call. It didn’t take us long to find two
birds, one which landed in a nearby tree for us all to see while the other remained deeper in the
forest.
Below: Road closed, Robber (Coconut) Crab and relaxing in a rock pool. (A&S Speirs)

We continued to explore the island finding White-breasted Waterhen, more Barn Swallows and
achieving better views of Christmas Island Imperial Pigeon.

The last two days continued to produce some great birds. An early morning start in Settlement
produced over twenty Java Sparrow before breakfast and a post breakfast drive around Drumsite
revealed an EASTERN YELLOW WAGTAIL on the school oval.
From there we continued to explore the rainforest tracks that remained open with the Red Crab
migration, locating a Straited Heron as well as two co-operative GREY WAGTAILS deep in the forest.

Above: Island Thrush and cooling off under the waterfall. (A&S Speirs)

A final mornings walk through the garbage tip produced a lone ASIAN HOUSE MARTIN, a cracking
bird and only our second sighting in the last six years. Definitely the ‘bird of the week’.

Above: Asian House Martin (Marion Roper)

News had began to trickle through from Cocos and we’d heard that a Javan Pond Heron and a
Common Kingfisher had been seen on West Island but perhaps the most exciting news was that the
Barau’s Petrel we’d seen eight months ago had returned!
After an enjoyable and productive week on Christmas Island we boarded the Virgin flight to Cocos
and were soon on the ground, unpacked and off after the afternoon’s main target, the difficult to
connect with, JAVAN POND HERON. Resident Cocos birder Geof Christie met us soon after arriving
and in less than an hour we were all treated to superb views of this absolute mega, which is far
harder to see than its Chinese relative.

Javan Pond Heron

Geof Christie

With a couple of hours remaining on day one we located Green Junglefowl, White-breasted
Waterhen, several White Tern as well as Lesser Frigatebird cruising over the island.

The next morning started with an early drive along the runway where we found twelve Oriental
Pratincole, before boarding the ferry to Home Island. We walked through the banana plantations
flushing Pin-tailed Snipe and explored the mansion grounds finding White-tailed Tropicbird. The
area near the garbage tip revealed the local ssp of Buff-banded Rail and as usual White Tern was
abundant.
Below: Oriental Pratincole Trish Evans

On Friday we set off to South Island in search of Saunders’s Tern on the exposed sandflats. Geof had
completed a reconnaissance trip a few days before and located a Eurasian Curlew roosting with a
flock of Whimbrel nearby. Perhaps it was the same bird as last summer? With an incoming tide we

quickly located the EURASIAN CURLEW and moved across the sandflats in search of the terns.
Before long we found a small flock on a sandbar and slowly crept closer. Eleven SAUNDERS’S TERNS
allowed us to approach for a few photos but not long after arriving the incoming tide covered their
sandbar and they were gone. We were all very happy with such close views of one of the World’s
rarest terns.
We finished the day the same as we had the two previous afternoons, with a dusk stakeout of the
runway for Barau’s Petrel. Once again it failed to show.

Photo: South Island (A&S Speirs)

Day four started on the edge of the lagoon where several of the group saw COMMON KINGFISHER.
We continued to return to the site every morning for better views.

During the day we located a lone ORIENTAL PLOVER on a grassy clearing and then an afternoon
search of the lagoon edge revealed the trip’s first WESTERN REEF EGRET.
We once again adjourned to the runway area about 5pm. After three previous visits some people in
the group were beginning to doubt the petrel would appear. We sat in our chairs with most
enjoying a late afternoon glass of wine or beer when Mark Newman yelled, ”There’s the petrel” and
flying directly over us 50m off the ground was one of the World’s most epic seabirds, BARAU’S
PETREL.

Above: Barau’s Petrel R.Baxter

The petrel put on a great show for us in the fading afternoon light, racing past us with a tailwind,
chasing night herons and eventually disappearing an hour later into an orange sunset.
The following two days we continued to explore both Home Island and West Island, returning to the
local wetlands, the lagoon edge and the runway verge several times. On Home Island we searched
the grounds of Oceania House and continued to get better views of some of the species we had seen
previously, including Asian Koel and Barn Swallow.
We spent several hours at the West Island wetlands waiting for the Eurasian Teal to re-appear but
after a week it ‘no-showed’. We located a snipe on the runway verge which proved to be uncooperative. Every snipe we’ve ever found on Cocos has been a pin-tailed but this bird was another
species. Unfortunately after two visits it was not seen again. Several weeks later on the January
tour we photographed a Swinhoe’s Snipe at another location not all that far away.

Above: Oceania House and Cocos Lagoon (A&S Speirs)

The following morning we walked to the Chinese Pond Heron site near Home Island and found our
co-operative target feeding on the low tide sea grass beds. We had now incredibly seen both pond
herons in the same week! Below: Chinese Pond Heron (R.Baxter)

Above: Direction Island Jetty and Scanning the lagoon (A&S Speirs)

On our final day of the tour we had better views of the Common Kingfisher, visited The Big Barge Art
Gallery and did one last check of some of the local vagrant capture areas, finishing with a last late
afternoon on the runway verge to say goodbye to the Barau’s Petrel prior to preparing for the tour’s
final night beach dinner. It had been a great two weeks with all the endemics seen well and a great
list of vagrants.

2019 Cocos and Christmas Tour dates
January 2019 14days $4500pp 5-19 January 2019
November 2019 14 days $4500 12-26 November 2019
December 2019 14 days $4500 30-14 December 2019

Tour 2 - December 2017
The Dec tour started the following Saturday and after dropping off our luggage at the motel we all
headed out to see the Javan Pond Heron, which conveniently perched in a tree for the group to see.
Over the last two weeks it had gained a considerable amount of breeding plumage, telling us that it
had probably been in the southern hemisphere for a couple of years like the CPH on Home Island.

Green Junglefowl and White-breasted Waterhen were once again easily seen and at dusk we
assembled on the side of the runway and waited for the petrel to appear. It didn’t take long to show
and at 5pm we had our first views of the bird that everyone had come to see. Over the following
seven afternoons the Barau’s Petrel showed between 5pm and 6.30pm and we were there to greet
it every afternoon.

The next two days were spent exploring West Island and then travelling over to South Island for the
Saunders’s Tern. We arrived in perfect weather and soon located the Eurasian Curlew, near a flock
of Whimbrel and not long after we spotted 2-3 terns in the distance. We set of towards the sandbar
they were loafing on and with a slow and quiet approach the eight terns allowed us to get within
20m. We walked back to our shelter, had some drinks and lazed around in the shallow lagoon water
for an hour.

Saunder’s Tern (J.Baas)

Cocos endemic Buff-banded Rail (Darryl Binns)

While exploring West Island we were lucky to see good numbers of Lesser Frigatebirds flying over.
White Terns were also common and a short search of the lagoon revealed Western Reef Egret. We
continued to see up to five Asian Intermediate Egrets and twelve Oriental Pratincole on the runway
for most of the week and news had come in of a Northern Pintail on Horsburgh Island.
Day four and one of the locals told us he’d heard a small bird singing in the bushes near the lagoon
on the far side of the runway. We headed down to the area which was about 50m X 80m of thick
vine scrub and immediately heard a small passerine singing. As it moved across the area we realised
there was another small bird a short distance away. Things were getting exciting as we strained to
see through the undergrowth and get photos.

The singing bird, which stayed until January was a PALLAS’S GRASSHOPPER WARBLER, well known
for singing on its wintering grounds and the smaller bird, which took a few more days to identify was
a KAMCHATKA LEAF WARBLER. The Pallas’s remained fairly easy to locate as it sang for several
hours each day. The difficulty was that it would sing from the middle of a large area of scrub, so we
had to wait until it moved closer to the edge to catch a glimpse of it. The leaf warbler was glimpsed
occasionally moving through the foliage and would occasionally come into playback. The last time it
was seen I played the call and it moved to the edge of the foliage, remaining difficult to see. The
following day I returned to the same spot and played the call again and a rat run out to the call.

Above: Pallas’s Grasshopper Warbler (G.Christie)

Over the rest of the week we spent many hours at the site hoping to get more photographic
evidence of the birds and of course better views. To complicate things further, some people,
including myself, had seen a larger plainer warbler about 15-18cm, which was very cryptic and would
only rarely reveal itself. All three birds eventually revealed themselves and were heard to call or
respond to playback. The larger bird was a GRAY’S GRASSHOPPER WARBLER. What a shy,
frustrating and uncooperative bird!

Above: Pallas’s Grasshopper Warbler (G.Christie)

The next day most of the group travelled to Horsburgh Island to see a NORTHERN PINTAIL which
had possibly over wintered on the small saline lake. An added bonus was two LONG-TOED STINT
and four Buff-banded Rail.

Above: Northern Pintail (Trish Evans)

We spent some time sea watching from our veranda and found several Wedge-tailed Shearwaters
and four Masked Booby. Passing feeding flocks always included Brown Booby, Common Noddy,
Red-footed Booby and White Tern, while Lesser Frigatebirds continued to cruise overhead. To add
to the seabird list, both Red and White-tailed Tropicbirds were seen on our visits to Home Island and
a lone Christmas Frigatebird was seen over West Island.

Above: Birding on Home Island (Trish Evans)

Above: Nankeen Night Herons on the runway verge (R.Baxter)

Our second last day was devoted to finding the long staying Chinese Pond Heron. We headed over
to a sandbar and secluded bay not far from Home Island and soon had seen our second species of
pond heron in a week.
Below: Chinese Pond Heron (R.Baxter)

A visit to the grounds of Oceania House gave us time to sit around on the lawns and relax for a while.
Our afternoon in the gardens revealed Asian Koel and the Asian race of Dollarbird.
After seven days on Cocos we were due to depart on Saturday but the flight was cancelled due to
engineering issues with the plane. We spent an extra four days on Cocos, which gave us extra time
to locate a couple of more megas.
It didn’t take us long to find the first one, when Glen Pacey and Steve Reynolds came across a
SCHRENCK’S BITTERN feeding in a rock pool in the inner lagoon.

Above: Schrenck’s Bittern (John Baas)

Above: Schrenck’s Bittern (Steve Reynolds)

Our extra days on the island also gave us time to chase up an immature Common Kingfisher, this
time feeding each morning in an ocean rock pool. This year there were at least three Common
Kingfisher on the atoll that we knew of. This was the third year in a row we’ve seen the kingfisher,
with our sightings increasing by one each year. Prior to these sightings, our only other record was in
2006 on Christmas Island.
Our extra time on the island continued to pay dividends when the next afternoon Geof located the
EURASIAN TEAL feeding on the seagrass beds in the inner lagoon. The long-staying teal which we
first found on this same tour in 2010 hadn’t been seen for nearly a year and we were all sure it had
finally migrated back to the northern hemisphere earlier in the year.

Above: Common Kingfisher (D.Binns) & Warbler site (G.Pacey) Below: Common (Eurasian) Teal amongst the fallen palm fronds (R.Baxter)

With time to spare we headed over to Home Island to chase up a sighting of a BROWN SHRIKE,
located by Tom Smith the day before. This bird proved cryptic and elusive and was only seen by four
members of our group.

Above: Scanning the grasslands (Trish Evans)

With our delayed flight we now only had four days on Christmas Island but it was enough time to see
all the endemics, the island’s specialties and three vagrants. With limited days, we wasted no time in
in heading out into the forest. Fortunately sixty percent of the people on the tour had been to the
islands with me previously and they were able to cruise around searching for vagrants while the rest
of us located the islands specialties.
In just four days we located and had good views of the Christmas Island endemics such as Christmas
Island Imperial Pigeon and Christmas Boobook. We spent many hours photographing several of the
local specialties such as Island Thrush, Red-footed Booby and Grey-capped Emerald Dove. As well as
spending a couple of late afternoons watching the amazing pre-historic looking Abbott’s Booby.
We relocated the Grey Wagtails in the jungle and while searching the island’s grasslands located a
splendid YELLOW WAGTAIL, which conveniently landed in a nearby wetlands for us all to see and
photograph.
Below: Yellow Wagtail (R.Baxter)

Undoubtedly the best find during our limited stay on the island was a cracking EURASIAN HOBBY at
Margaret Knoll. We decided to spend an hour at the scenic lookout one afternoon and after being
there for a while we noticed a hobby approaching from the forest behind. The highly sought after
raptor soared towards us, dived down, catching some prey, fed on the wing and cruised overhead
before soaring away towards the eastern end of the island. Incredible birding indeed!

Above: Eurasian Hobby (R.Baxter)

Both November and December tours were now complete. We started in mid-November with the
summer’s only Asian House Martin and a superb list of vagrants. We were certainly not
disappointed in December as we continued our run of great sightings, finishing off with Eurasian
Hobby on Christmas Island. What a great way to end off another two fabulous tours! The bird that
stole the show was the Barau’s Petrel, which was voted ‘bird of the trips’, displacing even the Golden
Bosun! All in all, two thoroughly enjoyable tours with great birding and great company. Thank you
to everyone for making these such a fun, enjoyable, successful and memorable Birding Tours
Australia trips to Cocos and Christmas.

January
It had been three weeks since the December tour had finished. Many of the vagrants from Nov and
Dec were still present and I had my fingers crossed that over the Christmas New Year period a
couple more had arrived on the islands. Incredibly over the next fortnight we would find an
additional seven vagrants not seen on the two previous tours.

We began the tour with an orientation drive on West Island, finding Green Junglefowl, Lesser
Frigatebird and White Tern.
The following day most of us went to South Island where we were once again entertained with
cracking views of Saunders’s Tern and good views of Eurasian Curlew, followed by a champagne
breakfast and a lagoon swim.
While most of us were enjoying our time with the terns, three members of the group, who had seen
the terns on several previous tours went on a successful search for the Pallas’s Grasshopper
Warbler. With the warbler in the bag, the group moved onto the Javan Pond Heron which was
conveniently still in the same location as the previous month.

Above: Scenery (P & C Abbott)

The following day the entire group started the morning at the ‘warbler site’ where a few more
people in the group managed to see the long staying skulker. The other day’s highlight was views of
a male Asian Koel which conveniently perched in a neighbourhood tree while we all assembled
below.

2020 tour dates
January 2020 14days $4500pp 4-18 January 2020
November 2020 14 days $4500 17th – 1st December 2020
December 2020 14 days $4500 5-19 Dec 2020
Below: Out birding (P & C Abbott)

The next day our primary target was Common Kingfisher. Since November, the bird at the garbage
tip has disappeared but had been replaced by a more co-operative younger bird which each morning
could be found sitting on a fallen Coconut Palm conveniently adjacent to several rock pools.
With so much to see on West Island we hadn’t made the ferry trip to Home Island yet. Wednesday
morning we cruised across the lagoon, arriving on Home Island about 7am. Our target was the
elusive Brown Shrike, found during December and still present. As we staked out the shrike waiting
for it to perch in its favourite tree, a CHINESE SPARROWHAWK flew in from behind us, over our
heads and landed on a palm frond in front of us, prior to disappearing into the banana plantation.
It wasn’t long and the shrike arrived for the group to see and for some to photograph. As we further
explored the area we had fleeting glimpses of another passerine but not good enough views to
identify it. The following day we returned and located a cryptic EYE-BROWED THRUSH, which two
members of the group were able to get ID photos of as it darted around us, refusing to provide good
views.
Below: Brown Shrike (R.Baxter) Out birding (P & C Abbott)

On the last two days on Cocos we searched the runway verge, and the farm, finding PIN-TAILED
SNIPE and the island’s first ever recorded SWINHOE’S SNIPE. Above: Swinhoe’s Snipe (R.Baxter)

Barn Swallows were recorded once again on Home Island and we did two boat trips to Horsburgh
Island to see the Northern Pintail.
After seven very productive days on Cocos it was time to fly to Christmas Island. We arrived midafternoon and after checking into our accommodation we took a short stroll through the nearby
streets where we had our first views of Island Thrush, Christmas Island White-eye, Christmas Island
Imperial Pigeon, Glossy Swiftlet and distant views of Red-footed and Brown Booby.
As dawn broke, we were soon logging new species, with good views of Java Sparrows near our
accommodation. Golden Morph White-tailed Tropicbird duly obliged with several close passes.
Golden Bosun Phaethon lepturus fulvus is surely the world’s most beautiful seabird.

Although the main crab migration had occurred several weeks previously, several roads and tracks
were still closed due to the baby crabs returning. With this in mind we decided to follow up some
news of an unusual heron seen on the Dolly Beach track which was still open. We snuck down the
road and located a MALAY NIGHT HERON in the roadside vine scrub. Only a few of the group saw it
so we returned the next morning where the heron conveniently stood in the centre of the road for
us. Needless to say, the photographic opportunities were fabulous! A phenomenal experience!
What an awesome start, setting the tone for what proved to be an immensely successful week on
the island.

Above: Malay Night Heron (Paul Newman)

Above: Grey Wagtail (Jenny Spry)

During our time in the beautiful, luxuriant national park rainforest we worked the main tracks and
adjacent trails that lead through the forest and our searches and efforts yielded a beautiful and
confiding Grey Wagtail. Delighted with our success we then went in search of our other targets and
headed over to Margaret Knoll hoping to re-connect with the hobby seen in December. The Knoll is
the island’s most spectacular lookout and a great place to spend an hour in the afternoon or
evening. Despite a pleasant afternoon photographing soaring seabirds, we failed to see the hobby
on any of our visits. That evening we spent 40min at a local park seeing our last CI endemic,
Christmas Boobook. Left: Christmas Boobook (Paul Newman)
Right: Christmas Boobook (Trevor Hunt)

We visited The Dales and stood under the waterfall. The road had been closed all week due to the
baby red crabs returning and we were keen to do this walk before we left the island. As we walked
towards Hughs Dale, Robber Crabs were especially common particularly near the Arenga Palms

Arenga listeri , which is one of their favourite foods. We enjoyed close views of relatively tame
Island Thrush which were a regular occurrence in the Dales as well as Blue Crabs near the freshwater
streams.
Tahitian Chestnut Inocarpus fagifer, one of the native species that dominates the
rainforest canopy on Christmas Island were common as were the ubiquitous Red Crabs which had
clipped, pruned and eaten the forest floor bare on this part of the island.
Our last two days on the island was dominated with swift watching. We drove in convoy along
Quarry Road and stopped to watch a plane land and Denzel noticed two swifts in the distance. The
first was a HOUSE SWIFT, which is probably the most common vagrant swift we have on CI. The
other bird, all brown in colour was more difficult to identify. We drove across a mine site to get as
close as we could and fortunately the other bird flew in front of us revealing itself as a HIMALAYAN
SWIFTLET. As quickly as we had found them, they both disappeared. The following day we returned
to the same spot at around the same time hoping to re-find both birds. While scanning the area we
spotted two smaller nest-type swiftlets which after closer approach and two hours of photography
revealed themselves as EDIBLE-NEST SWIFTLETS.

Above: Edible-nest Swiftlet (J.Spry)

Above: Edible-nest Swiftlet (J.Spry)

The following day we decided to walk through an area of long grass and flushed a Pin-tailed Snipe.
Happy with our success we decided to try the same thing on the other side of the island, flushing
another Pin-tailed Snipe. Later that afternoon some of us once again had distant views of the two
swiftlets.

On our last day of the tour we headed back to the swift site and re-found the Edible-nest, this time
flying with two other small swiftlets. One of the other two was dark rumped with a shallow forked
tail and darker underside. These features helped identify it as a MOSSY-NEST SWIFTLET.

Above: Mossy-nest Swiftlet (Jenny Spry)

Our fourteen day January School Holidays tour had been a most remarkable adventure with a
wonderful group of friendly, experienced and enthusiastic participants. Sadly it was time to say
goodbye at the airport to catch the departure flights home. Thank you for an awesome trip.
And that was it, the end of three very productive 14-day tours, one of the best summers in terms of
the specialties and vagrant birds seen, with a total list of thirty rarities. Thanks must go to a
wonderful group of enthusiastic participants, as well as a superb local ground team and local
spotters, particularly Lisa Preston and Geof Christie. Also thanks to Pam, Ash & Kylie, Ange, Shovel,
Afendy, and Mel.
I trust you will all hold many good memories from these tours for a long time into the future!

Upcoming Tours
December 2-18 14 Days $4500 - FULL
January 2019 14days $4500pp 5-19 January 2019
November 2019 14 days $4500 12-26 November 2019
December 2019 14 days $4500 30-14 December 2019

Birdlist
Vagrants

1. Common Teal
2. Northern Pintail
3. Mossy-nest Swiftlet
4. Edible-nest Swiftlet
5. Himalayan Swiftlet
6. House Swift
7. Barau's Petrel
8. Schrenck's Bittern
9. Yellow Bittern
10. Chinese Pond Heron
11. Javan Pond Heron
12. Malayan Night-Heron
13. Eurasian Hobby
14. Chinese Sparrowhawk
15. Pin-tailed Snipe
16. Swinhoe's Snipe
17. Common Redshank
18. Eurasian Curlew
19. Saunders’s Tern
20. Asian Koel
21. Oriental Cuckoo
22. Common Kingfisher
23. Pallas's Grasshopper Warbler
24. Kamchatka Leaf Warbler
25. Gray's Grasshopper Warbler
26. Eye-browed Thrush
27. Brown Shrike
28. Asian House Martin
29. Eastern Yellow Wagtail
30. Grey Wagtail

Endemics and local Specialties
Red Junglefowl
Green Junglefowl
Pacific Black Duck
Red-tailed Tropicbird
White-tailed Tropicbird
Common (Grey-capped) Emerald Dove
Christmas Island Imperial-Pigeon
Glossy Swiftlet
Wedge-tailed Shearwater
Lesser Frigatebird
Great Frigatebird
Christmas Island Frigatebird
Abbott's Booby
Masked Booby
Red-footed Booby
Brown Booby
Great Egret
Intermediate Egret
Striated Heron
White-faced Heron
Western Reef Egret

Little Egret
Eastern Reef Egret
Nankeen Night-Heron
Brown (CI) Goshawk
Nankeen Kestrel
White-breasted Waterhen
Pacific Golden Plover
Grey Plover
Lesser Sand Plover
Greater Sand Plover
Oriental Plover
Bar-tailed Godwit
Whimbrel
Terek Sandpiper
Common Sandpiper
Grey-tailed Tattler
Common Greenshank
Wood Sandpiper
Ruddy Turnstone
Great Knot
Sanderling
Red-necked Stint
Long-toed Stint
Oriental Pratincole
Buff-banded Rail
Common Noddy
White Tern
Christmas Boobook
Dollarbird
Christmas Island White-eye
Barn Swallow
Island Thrush
Java Sparrow
Eurasian Tree Sparrow

